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1. Introduction 

There have been numerous papers written that use Russell index assignment as a source of 

exogenous variation in firms’ ownership structures.  The underlying idea of this identification strategy is to 

exploit variation in ownership that occurs around the threshold used to construct two widely-used market 

benchmarks— the Russell 1000 index and Russell 2000 index. Because portfolio weights assigned to each 

stock within these indexes are value-weighted and because the Russell 2000 index is a more popular 

benchmark for index funds, the assignment of an individual stock to one or the other index can have a 

significant impact on the extent of ownership by index funds.  For example, Appel, Gormley, and Keim 

(2018) [AGK (2018) hereafter] show that ownership by passively managed mutual funds and exchange-

traded funds (ETFs) is about 40% higher, on average, for stocks in the Russell 2000 index relative to 

otherwise similar stocks in the Russell 1000 index.  

Despite the large number of papers written using this identification setting, there is little agreement 

in the literature about exactly how Russell index assignment affects firms’ ownership structures and other 

corporate outcomes.  For example, Boone and White (2015), Crane, Michenaud, and Weston (2016), and 

others argue there is a large 10-40 percentage point difference in total institutional ownership around the 

Russell 1000/2000 cutoff that is driven by a difference in both passive and active institutional ownership 

(as measured using institution-level (13F) data and Bushee (2001) “quasi-index” and “transient” 

classifications, respectively).  Appel, Gormley and Keim (2016) [AGK (2016) hereafter], however, show 

there is no statistically significant difference in total institutional ownership around the cutoff, and instead 

show there is a significant difference in ownership by passively managed mutual funds (as shown using 

fund-level S12 data which allow for a more precise measure of active versus passive ownership).  Moreover, 

in further contrast to other papers, AGK (2016) fail to detect differences in CEO compensation around the 

threshold or differences in firm policies related to investments, acquisitions, and capital structure.1    

This paper discusses the different methodological choices made in the Russell 1000/2000 literature 

and why they reach different conclusions.  The primary reason for these differences resides in the use by 

many papers of regression discontinuity (RD) methods to compare stock ownership at the Russell 

1000/2000 threshold after endogenously resorting stocks within indexes using Russell’s June float-adjusted 

market cap rankings.  This resorting causes a severe endogeneity problem, in that these papers are 

comparing the least liquid, highest inside ownership stocks at the bottom of the Russell 1000 to the most 

liquid, lowest inside ownership stocks at the top of the Russell 2000 and incorrectly attributing observed 

differences to index assignment rather than to the underlying differences in liquidity and inside ownership.  

                                                             
1 See footnote #6 of AGK (2016). Both Wei and Young (2018) and Glossner (2018) also highlight conflicting findings 
among various papers that make use of the Russell 1000/2000 threshold for identification.   



 
 

 
 

This inappropriate comparison leads to faulty inferences about the impact of index assignment on firms’ 

ownership structure and various other firm-level outcomes.2  

 Most papers that use the Russell setting for empirical identification limit their analysis to the pre-

2007 period because Russell implemented a new policy for determining which stocks are assigned to the 

two indexes in 2007. This change in methodology eliminated the clear threshold used in earlier years and 

introduces additional challenges when using the Russell 1000/2000 setting for identification. In addition to 

evaluating the tradeoffs of the various estimation techniques used in the pre-2007 Russell 1000/2000 

setting, we also address in this paper the unique difficulties of making use of the Russell setting after 2006.  

In particular, we discuss an IV estimation that can be used to restore conditional exogeneity in ownership 

across the threshold between the two indexes after 2006.   

Last, we briefly discuss two new papers that also compare the various methodologies used in the 

Russell 1000/2000 setting—Wei and Young (2018) and Glossner (2018). A number of the points made in 

these papers, especially the inappropriate use of June rankings in a regression discontinuity type estimation, 

mirror those discussed in this paper and earlier papers (e.g., Chang, Hong, and Liskovich 2015; Mullins 

2014; Appel, Gormley, and Keim 2016). That said, the papers do shed additional light on the problematic 

estimations used in the literature and why some findings in the existing literature are misleading.  In the 

last section, we evaluate and compare the relative contributions of these two papers.   

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows.  In Section 2, we summarize how the Russell 1000 

and 2000 indexes are constructed both before and after 2006. In Section 3, we discuss the five main types 

of estimation techniques employed by researchers using the Russell 1000/2000 setting on data that ends 

before 2007 and explain why two of these are problematic.  For the remaining three techniques we discuss 

their various tradeoffs.  In Section 4, we discuss how to use the Russell 1000/2000 setting as a source of 

identification after Russell changed its index assignment rules in 2007.  In Section 5, we discuss Wei and 

Young (2018) and Glossner (2018), and Section 6 concludes. 
 
2. Russell index construction 

 In this section, we briefly summarize how the Russell 1000 and 2000 indexes are constructed.  

While the construction of these indexes is discussed in AGK (2016), AGK (2018) and other papers, it is 

worth including here because the details matter crucially for the empirical specification the researcher 

should use in the Russell 1000/2000 setting. For example, in addition to the different empirical 

specifications required before and after 2006, the incorrect use of the end-of-May market capitalization 

(used to determine index assignment for the next twelve months) and the June float-adjusted market 

                                                             
2 Our discussion of this problem, now contained in this paper, first appeared in the working paper version of AGK 
(2016). We have since expanded the scope in this paper to include more recent estimation techniques used in this 
literature (e.g., Schmidt and Fahlenbrach 2017; Wei and Young 2018). 



 
 

 
 

capitalization (used to determine a stock’s ranking within the assigned index) can lead to spurious findings. 
 
2.1. Construction of the Russell indexes, Pre-2007   

Prior to 2007, the Russell 1000 included the 1,000 U.S. stocks that reflected the largest 1,000 

companies in terms of market capitalization and the Russell 2000 included the next largest 2,000 stocks not 

included in the Russell 1000. To account for changes in stocks’ market cap ranking, the Russell indexes 

were reconstituted each year at the end of June using a proprietary measure of stocks’ total market 

capitalizations calculated by Russell as of the last trading day in May of that year. Specifically, a stock with 

an end-of-May market cap below (above) the market cap of the 1,000th (1,001st) largest market cap was 

included in the Russell 2000 (Russell 1000) index. Between the yearly end-of-June reconstitutions, index 

membership remained constant except for the occasional addition or removal due to delistings and IPOs.3 

After index assignments are determined during the reconstitution, each stock’s portfolio weight in 

the index is then calculated using a second measure of market capitalization.  Specifically, Russell uses its 

June float-adjusted market cap to determine portfolio weights. Unlike the end-of-May Russell market cap 

used to determine index membership, Russell’s float adjusted market cap, which is calculated using prices 

in June, only includes the value of shares that are available to the public. Shares held by someone with more 

than 10% of shares outstanding, by another member of a Russell index, by an employee stock ownership 

plan (ESOP), or by a government are excluded from a firm’s float-adjusted market cap, as are any shares 

not listed on an exchange. Therefore, a stock that was the 1,000th largest stock in total market capitalization 

need not be the stock with the smallest portfolio weight in the Russell 1000 index.   

 Russell weights stocks using its float-adjusted market cap to minimize the trading costs of index 

funds that track each benchmark.  By determining portfolio weights using the June float-adjusted market 

cap, Russell tends to shift the less liquid, high inside ownership stocks toward the bottom of each index and 

the most liquid, low inside ownership stocks toward the top of each index.  Failure to account for this 

weighting and the resulting imbalances in stock characteristics at the top and bottom of the two indexes is 

a common flaw of empirical methodologies that make use of the Russell 1000/2000 setting. 
 
2.2. Construction of the indexes, 2007 and later   

 Beginning with the reconstitution of the Russell 1000 and 2000 indexes in June of 2007, Russell 

changed its methodology, so the Russell 1000 no longer comprised the 1,000 largest stocks in terms of 

market cap, and the Russell 2000 no longer comprised the next 2,000 largest stocks.  This change in 

                                                             
3 Stocks of companies that are delisted (e.g., because of an acquisition or bankruptcy) are removed from the index 
immediately. Newly-listed IPO stocks are added on a quarterly basis, and the index in which they were included 
depends on the market capitalization cutoff used in the most recent end-of-June reconstitution and the newly-listed 
stock’s market capitalization at the time of its IPO. Because of these additions and deletions, the number of stocks in 
the two indexes can deviate from 1000/2000 during the course of the year. For more details regarding the reconstitution 
process and eligibility for inclusion in the Russell indexes, see Russell Investments (2013). 



 
 

 
 

methodology was designed to reduce the number of stocks switching indexes each June.   

 Beginning in June 2007 three factors are used to determine each stock’s index assignment: (1) the 

stock’s market capitalization as of the last trading day in May of that year, (2) the stock’s index assignment 

in the previous reconstitution year, and (3) whether the stock’s end-of-May market cap falls within a certain 

range of the cutoff between 1,000th and 1,001st largest end-of-May market caps. Specifically, a stock with 

an end-of-May market cap below (above) the market cap of the 1,000th (1,001st) largest market cap will be 

included in the Russell 2000 (Russell 1000) index unless that stock was included in the Russell 1000 

(Russell 2000) last year and its market cap is not below (above) the market cap of the 1,000th (1,001st) 

largest market cap by more than 2.5% of the cumulative market cap of the Russell 3000E Index (comprising 

the largest 4000 U.S. stocks; it contains 3561 stocks as of Aug 31, 2018).  

This policy, which Russell refers to as “banding,” means that stocks previously in the Russell 2000 

are only moved to the Russell 1000 index during the annual reconstitution if their end-of-May Russell 

market cap ranking had increased significantly over the last year.  For example, a Russell 2000 stock that 

moved from a market cap ranking of 1,050 at the end of May last year to a market cap ranking of 950 at the 

end of May this year will remain in the Russell 2000 even though it is no longer among the 1,000 largest 

stocks in terms of total market capitalization at the time of reconstitution. Given the bandwidth size (2.5% 

of the cumulative market cap of the Russell 3000E Index), a Russell 2000 stock typically would need to 

increase its Russell-calculated market cap to greater than that of the 800th largest market cap before being 

reassigned to the Russell 1000 at reconstitution.  Likewise, a Russell 1000 stock would need to fall below 

an end-of-May market cap ranking of about 1,200 before being moved to the Russell 2000. This banding 

policy also causes the number of stocks in the two indexes to deviate from 1,000 and 2,000. 

 The implementation of the banding policy in 2007 poses an added challenge to researchers 

attempting to use the Russell 1000/2000 cutoff as a source of identification: the Russell 1000 will be over-

weighted in stocks with lower-than-average stock performance during the prior year, and the Russell 2000 

will be over-weighted in stocks with higher-than-average stock performance during the prior year. This is 

because the banding procedure constrains the best performing stocks at the top of the Russell 2000 from 

naturally moving to the Russell 1000, and conversely for the worst performers at the bottom of the Russell 

1000. This constraint will confound comparisons of stocks at the bottom of the Russell 1000 with stocks at 

the top of the Russell 2000 if not properly accounted for.  We discuss this challenge further in Section 3. 
 
3. Pre-2007 specification choices when using the Russell 1000/2000 threshold for identification 

 In this section, we briefly summarize a selection of the specifications currently used in the literature 

that make use of the Russell 1000/2000 setting for identification in the pre-banding period (i.e., before the 

2007 reconstitution.)  These specifications range from using regression discontinuity to using an 

instrumental variable estimation. While the differences between the specifications are often subtle, the 



 
 

 
 

different implementations lead to significant differences in inferences.  In discussing each specification, we 

describe the concerns associated with its use, and its appropriateness in the pre-banding period.  
 
3.1. Sharp regression discontinuity using end-of-May market cap rankings 

A seemingly attractive approach to using the Russell 1000/2000 setting is sharp regression 

discontinuity (RD) estimation. The sharp RD estimation attempts to make use of a discontinuity in index 

assignment between the 1,000th and 1,001st largest firms at the end of May each year to identify their effect 

on corporate outcomes. An advantage of this approach is the ability to focus on a subset of firms very close 

to cutoff, thus reducing concerns that the estimation is not adequately controlling for the one variable that 

determines index assignment—the end-of-May market cap calculated by Russell.  

 If the end-of-May market capitalization (calculated by Russell) is observable and perfectly predicts 

index assignment, then researchers interested in estimating the effect of Russell 2000 assignment on some 

outcome Y prior to 2007 could estimate the following sharp RD:  

   (1) 

where Y is the outcome of interest for firm i in year t, Rank is the ranking of firm i in year t in terms of end-

of-May market capitalization (e.g., the 995th largest firm would have a rank of 995), and R2000 is an 

indicator that equals one for firms assigned to the Russell 2000.  The sample could then be restricted to 

firms close to the cutoff threshold of Rank = 1000, and the polynomial order of controls, N, could be varied.4  

Intuitively, the estimate  identifies the effect of being assigned to Russell 2000 on outcome Y by testing 

for a discontinuity in Y between the 1,000th and 1,001st largest firms.   

It is not possible to estimate equation (1), however, because the end-of-May market capitalization 

used by Russell to determine firms’ index assignment at reconstitution is not observable to the 

econometrician.  Specifically, Russell uses a proprietary market capitalization value that does not perfectly 

match up to market capitalizations reported in publicly-available databases like CRSP. Because of this, 

econometricians can only imperfectly predict firms’ index assignments.  For example, using 2006 end-of-

May market caps, as calculated by CRSP, one finds that only 68% of the firms ranked between 950 and 

1,000 were included in the Russell 1000; the remaining 32% were assigned to the Russell 2000 even though 

they were among the 1,000 largest market caps according to CRSP.   

The reason why end-of-May market caps calculated from sources like CRSP do not match Russell-

calculated end-of-May market caps is unclear. One possibility is that Russell uses a different source to 

                                                             
4  One could also add an additional set of controls, , to allow the functional form of the 
relation between Rank and outcome Y to vary above and below the cutoff.  See Angrist and Pischke (2009), Lee and 
Lemieux (2010), and Roberts and Whited (2013) for more details regarding regression discontinuity estimations. 
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obtain the number of shares available at the end-of-May.  However, papers that attempt to replicate 

Russell’s end-of-May market caps using a combination of pricing data from CRSP and number of shares 

that would be publicly available to investors via Compustat quarterly filings (e.g., see Wei and Young 2018) 

are also unable to perfectly predict Russell’s index assignments.  A second possibility is that Russell 

intentionally adds noise to the assignment process to avoid investors being able to perfectly predict which 

stocks will switch indexes during the reconstitution.  Given the magnitude of the stock price effects of such 

switches (see Chang, Hong, and Liskovich 2015), being able to predict index switches represents a 

profitable trading opportunity5 and Russell may want to avoid facilitating such trades.  Consistent with this 

possibility, Russell has been unwilling to share the historical market caps used to determine index 

assignments (which would be useful in reverse engineering how they calculate end-of-May market caps).6 
 
3.2. Sharp regression discontinuity using June float-adjusted Russell rankings  

 To overcome the aforementioned challenge, some propose using the same sharp RD estimation, 

but instead construct Rank using the within-index rankings that are assigned by Russell after index 

assignments are made. In other words, the Russell 1000 stock with the smallest portfolio weight would be 

assigned Rank = 1,000, and the Russell 1000 stock with the second smallest portfolio weight would be 

assigned Rank = 999, and so on.  And, the Russell 2000 stock with the largest portfolio weight in its index 

would be assigned Rank = 1,001, while the Russell 2000 stock with the second largest portfolio weight 

would be assigned Rank = 1,002, and so on.  By making this change, the modified sharp RD estimation no 

longer tests for discontinuities in outcomes using the unobserved threshold between the 1,000th and 1,001st 

largest stocks based on Russell’s proprietary end-of-May market cap. Instead, the estimation tests for 

discontinuities in outcomes between stocks at the bottom of the Russell 1000 and stocks at the top of the 

Russell 2000 after sorting the data based on Russell’s June float-adjusted portfolio weights.   

This modified sharp RD, however, is problematic.  Constructing Rank in this way ensures that other 

variables will no longer be continuous at the threshold between Rank=1,000 and Rank=1,001, which 

violates the key identification assumption of regression discontinuity (Angrist and Pischke (2009), Lee and 

Lemieux (2010), Roberts and Whited (2013)).  In particular, there will be a discontinuity in firms’ float-

adjusted market cap since Russell resorts firms within each index based on their June float-adjusted market 

cap after index assignments are made using Russell’s end-of-May total market cap; firms at the bottom of 

the Russell 1000 will have a much smaller June float-adjusted market cap than firms at the top of the Russell 

2000. This is seen in the top half of Figure 1, where we plot the average ln(float-adjusted market cap) as a 

                                                             
5 There is a large literature on the Russell reconstitution effect; see, e.g., Madhavan (2003)  
6 In writing AGK (2016), we did obtain from Russell Investments a variable they claimed was their end-of-May market 
caps for the years 2002 through 2006.  However, subsequent analysis revealed that these market caps also did not fully 
predict index assignment (e.g., see Figure 2).  Mullins (2014) obtained and uses similarly noisy proprietary market 
cap data from Russell and provides more details regarding the likely sources for this noise. 



 
 

 
 

function of this new version of Rank.  On average, the firm with a Russell-assigned ranking of 1,000 (i.e., 

the bottom firm in the Russell 1000) has a Russell June float-adjusted market cap that is more than two log 

points smaller than the firm with a Russell-assigned ranking of 1,001 (i.e., the top firm in the Russell 2000).  

 This difference in Russell’s June float-adjusted market cap between firms at the bottom of the 

Russell 1000 and the top of the Russell 2000 will cause this modified sharp RD methodology to generate 

spurious findings.  In particular, because firms’ float-adjusted market cap is directly related to liquidity, 

this sharp RD compares the least liquid stocks of the Russell 1000 index against the most liquid stocks of 

the Russell 2000, and as one might expect, these two sets of stocks will differ in other dimensions for 

reasons that have nothing to do with index assignment or ownership structure.  Moreover, stocks with a 

smaller float-adjusted market cap relative to their total market cap (i.e., stocks at the bottom of the Russell 

1000)), are also stocks where a larger proportion of the firm’s equity is held by insiders or non-financial 

companies.  Again, this difference will confound any comparisons using this sharp RD estimation.   

The underlying differences in liquidity and inside ownership can explain why papers that use this 

identification strategy tend to find a much larger 10-40 percentage difference in institutional ownership 

(both active and passive) around the cutoff.  Less liquid stocks with high inside ownership are stocks that 

institutions endogenously avoid, and the sharp RD is conflated by this endogenous choice.  

The problems with this approach have also been restated and shown in recent papers (e.g., see Wei 

and Young, 2018; Glossner 2018) and were also noted in earlier papers, including Chang, Hong, and 

Liskovich (2015, Section 1.5), Mullins (2014, footnote #9), AGK (2016, last paragraph of Section 3.2), and 

AGK (2018, Section 3.2).  Despite these warnings, numerous papers continue to use this flawed estimation 

strategy. A list of such papers can be found in footnote #12 of Wei and Young (2018) and in Table 1, Panel 

A of Glossner (2018) under papers listed as using “sharp regression discontinuity”. 

The same underlying problem also applies to papers that use the sharp RD with Russell’s June 

float-adjusted rankings as the first stage in an IV estimation (e.g., for total institutional ownership). The 

instrument, however, violates the exclusion restriction since it based off of variation in ownership that is 

driven by endogenous differences in liquidity and inside ownership. A list of papers using this approach 

can be found in Table 1, Panel A of Glossner (2018) under the subcategory “IV with polynomial rankings.” 

The modified sharp RD estimation of Crane, Michenaud, and Weston (2016) is also problematic 

for similar reasons.  Crane, Michenaud, and Weston use the above sharp RD as the first stage of an IV 

estimation, but they instead use end-of-May market caps, as calculated from CRSP, to calculate portfolio 

weights after sorting stocks into the two indexes.  While this avoids using the problematic float-adjusted 

June portfolio weights of Russell, it still leads to a mechanical difference in end-of-May CRSP market caps 

at the threshold being used for identification by the RD estimation. This occurs because end-of-May CRSP 

market caps do not perfectly predict index assignment, and the Russell 1000 includes many stocks with 



 
 

 
 

end-of-May CRSP market caps that are smaller than the end-of-May market caps of some stocks in the 

Russell.  Therefore, a sorting of stocks within an index based on end-of-May CRSP market caps creates a 

discontinuity in end-of-May CRSP market caps at the threshold. The jump in end-of-May CRSP market 

caps is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1 where we plot the average end-of-May CRSP market caps as 

a function of ranks constructed using the approach of Crane, Michenaud, and Weston (2016). As can be 

seen, there a jump in end-of-May CRSP market caps at the threshold of nearly two log points. 

Crane, Michenaud, and Weston (2016, p. 1386) acknowledge this jump in market cap at the 

threshold they use for identification, but argue it isn’t problematic for their estimation. We disagree. If end-

of-May CRSP market caps are correlated with the outcome of interest (payout policy in their case), either 

because total market capitalization is a determinant for the outcome of interest or correlated with other 

determinants, then the jump in end-of-May market caps at the threshold invalidates their RD identification 

strategy.  Specifically, the estimates from this modified sharp RD could be driven by differences in end-of-

May CRSP market cap at the threshold rather than index assignment. 
 

3.3. Fuzzy regression discontinuity  

Some have proposed switching to a fuzzy regression discontinuity to overcome problems with 

using the sharp RD and modified sharp RD estimations discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.  End-of-May 

market cap rankings, as calculated using CRSP, might not predict index assignment perfectly, but if they 

do so with enough power such that there exists a jump in the probability of being in the Russell 2000 when 

you move from an end-of-May CRSP market cap ranking of 1,000 to 1,001, then identification is still 

possible. In particular, fuzzy RD estimation could be achieved by estimating Equation (1) and using 

Treatment as an instrument for R2000, where Treatment is an indicator that equals one for firms with a 

Rank greater than 1,000, and Rank is determined using end-of-May CRSP market capitalization.  

 A problem with using the end-of-May CRSP market capitalization as an instrument in a fuzzy RD, 

however, is that they are a weak predictor of index assignment near the threshold.  As noted earlier, nearly 

a third of the stocks ranked between 950 and 1,000 using end-of-May CRSP market caps in 2006 were 

assigned to the Russell 2000 index at reconstitution that year.  While the predictive power of end-of-May 

CRSP market caps is better further from this threshold, this is not necessarily helpful in that fuzzy RD 

estimations that rely on a discontinuity in probability of treatment at the threshold, not at points further 

away from the threshold (Angrist and Pischke (2009), Lee and Lemieux (2010), Roberts and Whited 

(2013)).  Absent such a discontinuity, the estimation can suffer from a weak instrument problem.   

Even the end-of-May market caps provided by Russell (as used in Mullins (2014)) are a weak 

predictor of index assignment near the cutoff.  As can be seen in the top panel of Figure 2, constructed using 



 
 

 
 

the Russell-provided end-of-May market caps,7 having a ranking above or below 1,000 is a poor predictor 

of being in the Russell 2000 for firms near threshold between the 1,000th and 1,001st largest firms.  In fact, 

firms with a ranking of 995-1,000 are equally likely to be in the Russell 2000 as firms ranked 1,001-1,005.   

 More recent papers, however, have argued that constructing end-of-May market caps using a 

combination of pricing data from CRSP and number of shares data from Compustat can yield a sufficiently 

strong first stage such that the fuzzy RD becomes feasible (e.g., see Wei and Young 2018; Glossner 2018).  

For example, using stocks with an end-of-May market cap ranking within 200 or 250 rankings of the 1,000th 

largest stock, Wei and Young (2018) report compelling evidence of a strong first stage that is not sensitive 

to the polynomial order used to control for the forcing variable, which in their specification is the end-of-

May market cap ranking as calculated using a combination of data from CRSP and Compustat. Examples 

of this are provided in the two left panels of Figure 5 in Wei and Young (2018).  These findings suggest the 

Russell 1000/2000 setting is amenable to using a fuzzy RD in wider bandwidths that make use of 

observations further from the discontinuity.  While the use of wider bandwidths increases the risk of bias 

that might occur from any failure to control adequately for the importance of the forcing variable, Rank, 

these concerns can be overcome with sufficiently robust controls for Rank. 

However, at smaller bandwidths, the robustness of the fuzzy RD still remains questionable even 

using this alternative way to calculate end-of-May market cap rankings. The potential weakness of the first 

stage when using smaller bandwidths is seen in the right two panels of Figure 5 in Wei and Young (2018).  

In both cases (especially in the bottom right panel), one can see that the probability of being in the Russell 

2000 is converging to 50-50 as you near the threshold.  While their inclusion of linear trends on either side 

give the impression of a large discontinuity, the use of a second- or third-order polynomial (as done in the 

left two panels of their Figure 5) would likely attenuate this difference.  In fact, the paper notes on page 69 

that the Kleibergen and Paap (2016) F-stat for the first stage in the 100 bandwidth is only 2.962 when 

introducing a third-order polynomial.  Given this, it is probably not advisable to rely solely on a fuzzy RD 

estimation in the Russell 1000/2000 setting when using only observations very near the threshold. 

Putting aside the potential need to use wider bandwidths, which also is a limitation of the AGK 

(2016) IV estimation discussed in the next section, the fuzzy RD suffers from two additional limitations. 

The first limitation of fuzzy RD is that it is not possible to use it for sample years after 2006 when Russell 

changes their index assignment methodology.  With the implementation of banding in 2007, there is no 

longer a discontinuity in index assignment between the 1,000th and 1,001st end-of-May market cap rankings, 

regardless of how they are calculated.  Instead, index assignment now depends on a combination of factors, 

                                                             
7 Figure 2 is constructed using proprietary data on end-of-May market capitalizations provided to us for the years 2002 
through 2006 by Russell Investments.  However, as can be seen, this measure is clearly not the actual end-of-May 
market cap used by Russell when constructing the indexes; otherwise, it should perfectly predict index assignment.   



 
 

 
 

including last year’s index assignment and the distance of the stock from the 1,000/1,001 ranking cutoff.  

Methodologies that are designed to overcome this post-banding challenge are discussed in Section 4. 

A second limitation of the fuzzy RD estimation is that it doesn’t provide a direct way to study the 

importance of firms’ ownership structure on other outcomes, which is a key motivating factor for using the 

Russell 1000/2000 setting for identification purposes.  The first stage of the fuzzy RD estimation provides 

an instrument for index inclusion, not ownership structure. When one uses fuzzy RD with index inclusion 

as the outcome of the first stage, one is estimating the impact of index inclusion, not ownership structure, 

on outcomes in the second stage of the IV estimation.  However, if one were interested in studying the 

effect of institutional ownership on other outcomes, one would instead need to use institutional ownership 

as the outcome variable in the first stage (e.g., AGK (2016) and AGK (2018) show passive institutional 

ownership is affected by index inclusion in their first stage estimation).  Doing this, however, means one is 

no longer estimating a fuzzy RD estimation but rather estimating an IV regression where predicted index 

inclusion is used as the IV for passive ownership.  This is very similar to the baseline estimation of AGK 

(2016), except that they use actual index inclusion as the IV for passive ownership, and they robustly control 

for ln(market cap) rather than market cap rankings.  
 
3.4. IV estimation of Appel, Gormley, and Keim (2016) 

The IV estimation of AGK (2016) is designed to overcome the shortcomings of the previous 

methodologies while still allowing the Russell 1000/2000 threshold to be used as a source of identification 

for passive ownership. Because index assignment prior to 2007 is determined by an arbitrary rule based on 

Russell’s unobserved end-of-May market capitalizations, they argue that the resulting variation in passive 

institutional ownership can be made conditionally exogenous after robustly conditioning on end-of-May 

market capitalization, as calculated using other sources, like CRSP. Following that logic, AGK (2016) use 

an indicator for assignment to the Russell 2000 as an instrument for passive ownership while robustly 

controlling for the end-of-May market capitalization (as calculated using either CRSP, Compustat, or 

Russell’s noisy measure), similar to what one might do in a RD estimation. In contrast to the empirical 

strategies above, however, their IV approach does not attempt to directly exploit variation in ownership or 

index assignment at the threshold between the Russell 1000 and 2000 indexes.  

To implement the IV strategy, AGK (2016) estimate the following regression: 

,                        (2) 

where Yit is the outcome of interest for firm i in reconstitution year t; Passive%it is the percent of a firm’s 

shares held by passively managed mutual funds at the end of the first quarter of the reconstitution year t; 

Mktcapit is the end-of-May CRSP market capitalization of stock i in year t; and Floatit is the June float-
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adjusted market capitalization calculated by Russell that determines index weights.8 To address the 

possibility that passive ownership and corporate outcomes may be jointly determined, AGK (2016) 

instrument for Passive%it using R2000it, which is an indicator equal to one if stock i is part of the Russell 

2000 index in reconstitution year t.  The first stage regression takes the following form: 

.                    (3) 

  The identifying assumption for the AGK (2016) framework is that after conditioning on stocks’ 

end-of-May CRSP market capitalization, inclusion in the Russell 2000 index is associated with an 

increase in Passive% (relevance condition) but does not directly affect their outcomes of interest except 

through its impact on ownership by passive investors (exclusion assumption). AGK (2016) test the 

relevance condition in Tables 2 and 3 of their paper. They find assignment to the Russell 2000 is 

associated with a 1.1 percentage point increase in passive mutual fund ownership between 1998 and 2006 

(p-value < 1%), an increase of about 0.5 standard deviations (Table 2, Column 2 of their paper)9; the 

effect on total mutual fund ownership is of similar magnitude, but statistically weaker (Table 2, Column 

1). They also do not find a statistically significant effect of Russell 2000 assignment on total (13F) 

institutional ownership (Table 11, Column 1), suggesting that the Russell 1000/2000 setting is not one 

that can be used to study the effects of total institutional ownership.   

As with any IV estimation, the validity of AGK’s estimation hinges on the exclusion assumption.  

AGK (2016) argue the exclusion assumption is plausible in this setting as it is unclear why index 

inclusion would be directly related to their outcomes of interest after robustly controlling for firms’ end-

of-May market capitalization (again, as calculated using either CRSP, Compustat, or Russell’s noisy 

measure they were provided) using a first-, second-, or third-order polynomial control for ln(Mktcap).  

Moreover, as an additional non-parametric control for size, their baseline estimation restricts their sample 

to the 250 stocks at the bottom of the Russell 1000 and top 250 stocks of the Russell 2000. In later 

estimates, they also show robustness of their IV point estimates to varying the number of stocks they 

include from each index from anywhere between 100 and 500 while still controlling for ln(Mktcap) using 

a third-order polynomial (see Appendix Figure 1 of that paper).   

 One concern with the baseline approach of AGK (2016) is their use of Russell rankings when 

selecting their sample.  Because of how Russell ranks stocks within each index (i.e., putting those with the 

lowest float-adjusted market cap to the bottom of each index), AGK’s sample selection might result in their 

                                                             
8 The baseline specification of AGK (2016) uses end-of-May market caps, as calculated by CRSP.  However, in 
Appendix Tables A.4 and A.5, they show that their findings are not sensitive to instead calculating end-of-May market 
caps either using Compustat or using the end-of-May market caps provided to them by Russell. 
9 AGK (2016) also find the effect of Russell 2000 assignment on active fund ownership is economically and 
statistically insignificant. 
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instrument, R2000, being correlated with the float-adjusted market capitalization of stocks, which as 

mentioned above, is related to a stock’s liquidity and extent of inside ownership.  This correlation, if not 

accounted for could result in a bias very similar to that of the estimations discussed in Section 3.2. 

 They mitigate this concern in two ways.  First, their baseline IV specification always includes a 

control for firms’ June float-adjusted market capitalization, as provided by Russell.  In other words, they 

directly control for the variable that might differ across the two indexes because of how they select the 

sample. Second, they show that their findings are similar if they instead choose their sample using only 

end-of-May CRSP market cap rankings (see Section 7.3 and Appendix Table A.9).  In particular, instead 

of selecting the 250 stocks with the smallest portfolio weights in the Russell 1000 and the 250 stocks with 

the largest portfolio weights in the Russell 2000, they instead rank stocks based on their end-of-May CRSP 

market cap and select the sample for each year using firms ranked 750th through 1,250th that year.  

The sampling choice boils down to the classic tradeoff between noise and potential bias.  An 

advantage of instead using end-of-May CRSP market caps in selecting the sample is that it eliminates the 

risk of estimation bias coming from Russell’s June float-adjusted reweighting of stocks. A disadvantage of 

this alternative sampling approach is that the IV estimation is noisier. Because passive investors focus on 

minimizing tracking error by closely tracking the larger stocks at the top of the index, the expected 

difference in passive ownership occurring because of Russell 1000/2000 index assignments is largest when 

comparing stocks at the bottom of the R1000 to stocks at the top of the R2000; using end-of-May CRSP 

market caps to select the sample is going to yield a smaller and weaker first stage because it is no longer 

compares stocks with the largest differentials in portfolio weights.  AGK (2016) discuss this idea in Section 

7.3, and they note that their first stage point estimate for passive ownership falls by 25.2% when using this 

alternative approach (this can be seen by comparing the coefficient in Table 3, Column 2 to the reported 

point estimate in Section 7.3); and it falls by about 31.1% in AGK (2018) (this can be seen by comparing 

the coefficient in Table 3, Column 2 to that first stage point estimate of 0.83 reported in Section 6.1).   

Given the inherent tradeoff of the two sampling techniques, there is not a clear preferred 

specification between the baseline approach in AGK (2016) and the alternative one they propose.  However, 

AGK’s finding that the alternative sampling technique has almost no impact on their point estimates 

suggests that the potential bias from choosing a sample based on Russell-assigned portfolio weights is 

negligible in their baseline specification.10  
 
3.5. Identification using index switchers 

                                                             
10 To see the similarity of the point estimates under the alternative sampling choices, compare the coefficients reported 
in their Appendix Table A.9 [which only used end-of-May market cap rankings to select the sample] to the 
corresponding estimates using their baseline estimation [which selects the sample using the actual top and bottom 
stocks of the Russell 2000 and 1000, respectively], as reported in Table 4 (Column 3), Table 6 (Columns 3 & 6), Table 
7 (Column 3), Table 8 (Columns 3 & 6), Table 9 ( Column 3), and Table 10 (Column 6). 



 
 

 
 

A final empirical strategy used in the Russell 1000/2000 setting is to make use of stocks that switch 

indexes as a source of variation in index assignment and ownership structure.  In other words, rather than 

make use of cross-sectional variation in index inclusion after robustly conditioning on end-of-May CRSP 

market caps or end-of-May CRSP market cap rankings as an exogenous source of variation in ownership 

structure, this estimation technique instead looks to use time-series variation in index assignment.   

At a basic level, there is nothing inherently flawed about this identification strategy. So long as one 

robustly controls for the factors that drive index switches, one could uncover conditionally exogenous 

variation in index assignment.  In other words, one might robustly control for changes in end-of-May CRSP 

market cap or changes in end-of-May CRSP market cap rankings.  In essence, one is looking to identify the 

importance of index assignment and ownership structure by comparing (a) the change in outcomes of one 

stock that changes market cap rankings (market cap) by X spots (amount) and does switch indexes, to (b) 

the change in outcomes for another stock that also changes market cap rankings (market cap) by X spots 

(amount) but does not switch indexes. In fact, a version of this type of estimation can be done by simply 

adding stock-level fixed effects to the IV estimation of AGK (2016).  By adding such fixed effects, the 

coefficients of their estimation would only be estimated using within-stock variation in index assignment, 

R2000, after conditioning on within-stock variation in their control variables, which includes ln(Mktcap). 

In practice, however, this estimation strategy will typically be less useful.  A primary reason is that 

the estimation will be inherently noisier because it relies on a much smaller set of firms for identification.  

Most stocks remain in the same Russell index from one year to the next, resulting in relatively few stocks 

with changes in index assignment.  A second reason is that this identification strategy might not capture the 

relevant variation in index assignment and ownership.  Specifically, this estimation relies on more transitory 

changes in ownership structure, which may not be the type of variation in ownership that is important for 

driving corporate outcomes.  For example, consider a stock that drops into the Russell 2000 in one year and 

experiences an increase in passive ownership, but then jumps back up to the Russell 1000 the very next 

year and experiences a reversal in passive ownership. Should we expect that the one-year change in 

ownership for that stock to have a meaningful impact on persistent firm-level outcomes, like corporate 

governance? Instead, the relevant variation might be the sustained differences in ownership and index 

assignment that occurs among stocks that don’t switch indexes.  This type of problem is similar to the 

concern about fixed effects raised in McKinnish (2008) and Gormley and Matsa (2014, Section 4.2). 

One must also be careful when estimating a model that makes use of switchers.  An example of 

such a switcher estimation can be found in Schmidt and Fahlenbrach (2017).  In the first stage of their IV 

estimation, they are careful to control for changes in end-of-May market cap rankings (see Equation (2) in 

their paper). Unfortunately, that control is missing from the second stage of their IV estimation (see 

Equation (1) in their paper).  This means that their estimation is actually using this change in ranks over the 



 
 

 
 

last year as an instrument, not as a control, which they explicitly acknowledge on page 292 of their paper.  

This is likely inappropriate because the change in market cap may directly drive many outcomes of interest 

or be correlated with other factors that might in turn be correlated with changes in ownership and other 

outcomes of interest. In other words, one would likely be hard pressed to argue that changes in market cap 

rankings are a valid instrument of ownership, as this estimation strategy assumes.11 
 
4. Post-2006 specification choices when using the Russell 1000/2000 threshold for identification 

 Russell’s implementation of a banding policy beginning with the 2007 index reconstitution further 

complicates the use of their indexes as a source of identification. Following this change in the methodology 

and as discussed in Section 2.2, index assignment was no longer just a function of Russell’s proprietary 

end-of-May market capitalization.  Instead, index assignment became a function of three factors: (1) 

Russell’s end-of-May market capitalization; (2) past index assignment; and (3) whether the firm’s end-of-

May Russell market capitalization falls within a certain range of the 1,000th largest firm. Because of this 

change, empirical methodologies used for the Russell setting prior to 2007 are unsuitable for later years. 

For example, this policy change eliminates any potential discontinuity in index assignment at the cutoff 

between the 1,000th and 1,001st largest firms based on end-of-May market capitalization (regardless of how 

it is constructed), precluding the use of a fuzzy RD as proposed for pre-banding time periods (Wei and 

Young (2018)). And the regression specification used by AGK (2016) is inappropriate because it does not 

control for the additional factors that contribute to index assignment after 2006.  

 Failure to control for these additional factors could result in misleading inferences.  In particular, 

the implementation of banding causes other systematic differences in the type of stocks at the bottom of the 

Russell 1000 versus stocks at the top of the Russell 2000 in addition to differences in end-of-May market 

capitalization and float-adjusted market capitalization.  In particular, stocks in the Russell 1000 with 

negative changes in end-of-May market cap rankings from year t –1 to year t are more likely to remain in 

the Russell 1000 because banding prevents them from moving down to the Russell 2000; while stocks in 

the Russell 2000 with positive changes in end-of-May market cap rankings are more likely to remain in the 

Russell 2000 because banding prevents them from moving up to the Russell 1000.   

The differences in past changes in market cap rankings can be seen in Table 1 where we tabulate 

that average change in end-of-May CRSP market cap rankings before reconstitution (i.e., change in end-

of-May CRSP market cap ranking in year t-1 to end-of-May CRSP market cap ranking in year t) for the 

bottom 500 stocks of the Russell 1000 and top 500 stocks of the Russell 2000 by year from 1998-2014.  As 

                                                             
11 Beyond the problematic exclusion of changes in market cap ranks from the second stage of their estimation, another 
potential concern with the specification of Schmidt and Fahlenbrach (2017) is that it does not attempt to robustly 
control for changes in market cap or market cap ranks by testing the robustness of the findings to using a second- or 
third-order polynomial set of controls like other papers in this literature. 



 
 

 
 

seen in the table, we find no difference in average change in CRSP market cap rankings across the two 

indexes in the pre-banding years (1998-2006) but begin to see significant differences post-banding (2007-

2014).  In pre-banding years, the average change in end-of-May CRSP market cap rankings was -90.6 for 

the bottom 500 stocks of the Russell 1000 and -106.2 for the top 500 stocks of the Russell 2000, and the 

difference 15.6 is not statistically significant at conventional levels (p-value = 0.145). In post-banding years, 

however, the difference in end-of-May CRSP ranking changes across the two indexes jumps by an order of 

magnitude and becomes statistically significant at the 1% level.  The average stock at the bottom of the 

Russell 1000 experienced a change in rankings of 47.3 (i.e., they became smaller relative to other stocks) 

while the average stock at the top of the Russell 200 experienced a change of rankings of -134.1 (i.e., they 

moved up in terms of their end-of-May CRSP market cap ranking). 

AGK (2018) propose a modification of the methodology in AGK (2016) that allows researchers to 

continue using a stock’s Russell index assignment as a source of exogenous variation in passive ownership 

in years after 2006. Specifically, they continue to use assignment to the Russell 2000 as an instrument for 

passive mutual fund ownership but add three additional controls to account for the new factors that 

determine index assignment for firm i at time t starting in 2007: 1) an indicator for having an end-of-May 

CRSP market capitalization that ensures firm i will be “banded” by Russell and not switch indexes in 

reconstitution year t because the distance between its market cap and the Russell 1000/2000 cutoff is less 

than 2.5% of the Russell 3000E Index cumulative market cap, bandit; (2) an indicator for being in the 

Russell 2000 in the last reconstitution year t–1, R2000it-1; and (3) the interaction of these two indicators. 

These three additional controls capture the additional criteria used by Russell beginning in 2007 when 

determining each firm’s index assignment at the annual end-of-June reconstitution for year t. 

 The authors implement this empirical strategy by estimating the following regression: 

,                              (4) 

where R2000it is again used as an instrument for Passive%, and the first stage of the instrumental variable 

estimation is now given by 

.                            (5) 
  
5. Discussion of Wei and Young (2018) and Glossner (2018) 

 Similar to this paper, both Wei and Young (2018) and Glossner (2018) discuss the various 

estimation techniques used in the Russell 1000/2000 setting.  A number of the points made in these two 

papers, especially the inappropriate use of June rankings in a RD type estimation, mirror those discussed 
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above and in earlier papers (e.g., Chang, Hong, and Liskovich 2015; Mullins 2014; Appel, Gormley, and 

Keim 2016).  The message of these earlier papers, including earlier drafts of this paper, has not been heeded 

as many subsequent papers have continued to use the Russell 1000/2000 setting in inappropriate ways.  

Moreover, readers not familiar with the Russell 1000/2000 setting continue to have difficulty determining 

which approach is correct, suggesting further clarification of the message will be beneficial.   

While we largely agree with many points made in both Wei and Young (2018) and Glossner (2018), 

we have a few minor disagreements with some of their arguments.  In this section, we briefly describe these 

areas of disagreement.   
 
5.1. Using the Russell 1000/2000 setting for studying ownership 

This first point is more a clarification than disagreement.  Wei and Young (2018) give the 

impression that the Russell 1000/2000 setting is not useful for studying the importance of institutional 

ownership.  It should be pointed out, though, that their paper is referring specifically to studying the effect 

of total institutional ownership.  With that, we agree; the IV estimations of AGK (2016) also find no 

effect of index assignment on total institutional ownership.  What Wei and Young (2018) don’t speak to, 

however, is the ability to use the Russell 1000/2000 setting to study the importance of passive 

institutional ownership.  In our view, the setting does provide a meaningful source of variation in passive 

institutional ownership, which is also shown in Glossner (2018) using the fuzzy RD estimation preferred 

by Wei and Young (2018).  We suspect Wei and Young (2018) would not disagree with this statement. 
 
5.2. The modified AGK IV estimation of Glossner (2018) 

Glossner (2018) argues that when using the IV estimation of AGK (2016), one should not use the 

actual Russell rankings to select the sample but should instead use the end-of-May market cap rankings, as 

calculated using CRSP, to create the sample.  The concern is that AGK’s use of the actual rankings may 

introduce some imbalance in the sample because of the way Russell resorts stocks within indexes based on 

their June float-adjusted market caps.  Specifically, the chosen sample of Russell 1000 stocks may have 

larger float adjustments than the chosen sample of Russell 2000 stocks, and this might cause a bias. 

This is a reasonable concern, and it is also already discussed in AGK (2016) and AGK (2018).  In 

fact, it is the reason why both AGK papers include the float-adjusted market cap as an additional control in 

their IV specification; e.g., see the bottom of page 120 in AGK (2016) and Section 3.4 above. Moreover, 

AGK propose exactly the same modification to the sample selection process as an alternative way to deal 

with this potential concern and do that test in both of their papers.  This can be seen in Section 7.3 of AGK 

(2016) where they discuss “alternative sampling choices” and in Appendix Table A.9 where they repeat 

their estimations using the modified sampling approach.  AGK (2018) discuss using the modified approach 

as a robustness check in the second paragraph of Section 5.1 and in Appendix Table 4.  As noted in Section 



 
 

 
 

3.4 above, however, this sampling choice has little impact on AGK’s estimates, suggesting that the potential 

for bias with their sampling choice was negligible.  
 

5.3. Using covariate balance tests to invalidate some estimation techniques 

Wei and Young (2018) make a number of compelling arguments for why using June rankings, as 

done in a number of existing papers, is problematic.  For example, the jump in end-of-May market cap 

(top-left panel of Figure 2 in their paper), the jump in float adjustments (bottom-right panel of Figure 2 in 

their paper), and the corresponding discussion on pages 28-29 are convincing and are directly connected 

to the issues we discuss above, especially the jump in float-adjusted market cap we show in Figure 1.   

The paper’s use of a covariate imbalance in ownership variables to invalidate these paper’s use of 

June float-adjusted rankings, however, is less convincing.  The reason for this is that if index assignment 

were to affect firms’ ownership structures, then we might expect to observe such a covariate imbalance 

because index assignment is persistent from one year to the next.  In other words, if this year’s index 

assignment is correlated with last year’s index assignment, and if index assignment does affect ownership, 

then it seems likely we would observe a covariate imbalance in these outcomes prior to reconstitution 

each year. This does not imply that papers that use the June float-adjusted rankings in a RD are correct, 

but it’s not clear that covariance imbalance necessarily shows they are wrong.  

Covariate imbalance tests for RD are only meaningful when looking at either predetermined 

outcomes or ex post outcomes that should not be affected by treatment.  In our view, Wei and Young’s 

use of covariate balance tests is flawed conceptually because it looks at outcomes argued to be affected by 

index assignment and the pre-reconstitution outcomes are not truly predetermined when index assignment 

is persistent (i.e., this year’s index assignment is correlated with last year’s index assignment).  If there 

was a setting where the Russell indexes did not exist in year t-1, then a covariate imbalance before the 

creation of the indexes in year t would be compelling evidence against that methodology.  

The authors are aware of this critique and claim on page 15 that the only thing that matters is that 

index assignment in year t is not predictive of index assignment in year t-1 for observations sufficiently 

close to the threshold (e.g., stocks with end-of-May year t rankings of 999 and 1,001).  But, it’s not clear 

this is correct.  As the authors accurately point out on page 25, “RD designs fundamentally rely upon 

extrapolation, such that data away from the threshold must be used to provide an estimate of an effect at 

the threshold”.  And, the further one moves from the threshold, the more and more predictive this year’s 

ranking will be of last year’s index assignment.  For example, a stock with a ranking of 1,100 in year t is 

more likely to have been in the Russell 2000 last year than a stock with a ranking of 900.   

Additionally, the fact that their fuzzy RD estimation survives the covariate imbalance test when 

analyzing institutional ownership is not compelling evidence that the June ranking estimation is incorrect.  

The fuzzy RD estimation might survive simply because it accurately estimates that there is no effect of 



 
 

 
 

index assignment on total institutional ownership, as was also shown in Table 11, Column 1 of AGK 

(2016) using their IV estimation.  And, because index assignment in year t-1 has no impact on 

institutional ownership, there will be no imbalance before reconstitution in year t.  However, if index 

assignment does have an effect on some outcome, then it seems like there might be an imbalance present 

prior to reconstitution even using the fuzzy RD estimation strategy.  But, it’s not clear that this would 

invalidate the fuzzy RD for the same reason it’s not clear it invalidates other approaches.   
 

5.4. Using endogenous variables as IVs 

We disagree with footnote #15 of Wei and Young (2018) which claims that because actual index 

assignment is an endogenous outcome of market cap rankings, it cannot be used as an instrument.   

To see why we believe this statement is incorrect, consider the example of a RD estimation where 

the indicator for treatment is always an endogenous outcome of the forcing variable.  This is exactly why 

RD relies on a robust set of controls for the forcing variable.  The idea is that the endogenous treatment is 

conditionally exogenous after including the controls that are known to drive treatment.  The same logic 

applies to IVs and fuzzy RD (which is a special type of IV estimation).  In the fuzzy RD proposed by Wei 

and Young (2018) one can view the predicted index assignment as the endogenous outcome of end-of-

May market rankings, and yet, fuzzy RD still uses this predicted index assignment as an instrument for 

actual index assignment in the first stage of the estimation.  This is not problematic, however, because the 

fuzzy RD estimation controls for the variable driving predicted treatment, end-of-May market 

capitalization rankings.  The same is true for AGK’s use of actual index assignment as the IV: One can 

use actual index assignment as an instrument if one is able to include controls that sufficiently capture the 

underlying factors that determine treatment that might also pose problems for the exclusion assumption. 

The exclusion assumption does not depend on whether the unconditional IV is endogenous; it instead 

requires conditional exogeneity.   

We also disagree with Wei and Young’s claim in footnote #15 that only if the true end-of-May 

market cap rankings used by Russell were observed would using actual index assignment as an IV be 

acceptable.  The logic behind this statement is unclear (at least to us).  Moreover, if Russell’s end-of-May 

market caps just measure the true end-of-May market caps (as measured by CRSP) with noise, then it 

would be more appropriate (to the extent that the true end-of-May market cap is thought to matter for the 

outcome of interest) to control for CRSP market caps instead.   
 
6. Concluding remarks 

 The Russell 1000/2000 index assignments provide a powerful identification tool for helping 

researchers understand the relation between passive institutional ownership and outcomes related to 

corporate policy and governance.  That said, the setting is widely misunderstood in the literature and authors 



 
 

 
 

have used multiple estimation methodologies, often leading to competing findings.  For example, some 

papers argue that the setting provides large and exogenous variation in total institutional ownership, while 

other papers disagree and conclude that the setting does not provide exogenous variation in total ownership. 

Rather, the setting provides exogenous variation only in the ownership of passive mutual funds and ETFs.  

The root cause of these disagreements is the use of inappropriate estimation methods by some authors.   

 In this paper we attempt to provide clarity to these issues by discussing the various methodologies 

used in the Russell 1000/2000 setting along with their relative weaknesses and strengths. Our objective is 

to hopefully provide guidance to future researchers who wish to use the Russell 1000/2000 setting for 

identification.     
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Russell-assigned rankings using June float-adjusted market cap

Figure 1
Average Ln(Float) and Ln(Mktcap) by ranking, where ranking is calculated using either 
the June float-adjusted portfolio weights assigned by Russell or within-index rankings 
based on end-of-May CRSP market capitalizations
The top panel of this figure plots the average Ln(float-adjusted market cap) by Russell-
determined rankings for the bottom 50 firms in the Russell 1000 index and the top 50 firms in 
the Russell 2000 index for the years 1998-2006.  A ranking of 1000 reflects the firm with the 
lowest portfolio weight in the Russell 1000 index, while a ranking of 1001 reflects the firm with 
the highest portfolio weight in the Russell 2000 index.  The bottom panel of this figure plots the 
average Ln(end-of-May CRSP market cap) by size ranking for firms ranked between 950 and 
1050, where ranking is determined using within-index end-of-May CRSP market caps.   A ranking 
of 1000 reflects the firm with the lowest end-of-May market cap in the Russell 1000 index, while 
a ranking of 1001 reflects the firm with the highest end-of-May market cap in the Russell 2000 
index.  Averages are calculated using bins of five rankings for the years 1998-2006.  
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Figure 2
Probability of treatment by ranking near the Russell 1000/2000 threshold using Russell-
provided end-of-May market capitalizations
This figure plots the average fraction of firm-year observations in the Russell 2000 by size ranking 
for the 950th to 1050th largest firms, where ranking is determined using end-of-May market 
capitalization numbers provided directly by Russell Investments for firms in the Russell 
1000/2000 indices between 2002 and 2006. Averages are calculated using bins of five rankings 
and data from 2002-2006. 



Time period = Pre-banding period 
[1998-2006]

Post-banding period 
[2007-2014]

Bottom 250 stocks of Russell 1000 -90.6 47.3
(300.1) (207.6)

Top 250 stocks of Russell 2000 -106.2 -134.1
(345.4) (260.3)

Difference = 15.6 181.4
Difference p -value = 0.145 0.000

Table 1
Average change in end-of-May CRSP market cap ranking by sample period and index
This table reports the average change in end-of-May CRSP market cap rankings prior to 
reconstitution for both the pre- and post-banding periods (1998-2006 versus 2007-2014) for 
the bottom 250 stocks of the Russell 1000 index and top 250 stocks of the Russell 2000.  
Standard deviations are reported below the averages in parantheses.  The change in end-of-
May CRSP market cap ranking is calculated using the change in ranking from end-of-May in 
year t-1 to end-of-May year t for each reconstitution year t.  A ranking of 1 is assigned to the 
stock with the largest end-of-May CRSP market cap, a ranking of 2 is assigned to the stock with 
the second largest end-of-May CRSP market cap, and so on.  A stock that moves from a ranking 
of 1,050 in year t to a ranking of 950 in year t would have a change in end-of-May market cap 
of -100.  In other words, negative changes in rankings reflect stocks that became relatively 
larger in market cap over the last year.  The p-values for the difference in means across the 
two indexes by sample period are also reported.




